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The Reference Atmospheres for MIPAS: Standard 
Atmospheres (RAMstan) database 

• A set of climatological profiles that represents the global atmosphere under 
conditions of varying atmospheric states.

• Six latitude bands 90-65oS, 20-65oS, 0-20oS, 0-20oN, 20-65oN, 65-90oN

• Annually varying gases for some species (i.e. CFCs)

• Diurnal variation for some species (N2O5) 

• Data derived from model (SLIMCAT, ECMWF, MOZART) and satellite datasets 
(ACE)

• During Phase-F we updated the version 5 adding a number of new species, 
based primarily on estimates from ACE satellite data (v3.5)

• *Produced before ACE reprocessing v4 (some significant updates to spectroscopy 
affecting vertical profiles)*
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Updates to IG2 – plan
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• WP5210: IG2 database
• IG2 for COCl2, PAN, COF2 and other weak species

• WP6120: IG2 for the new 
species

• Uses outputs from WP6110

• Better IG2 for all minor species and 
contaminants

• PAN (not currently in IG2) : ACE, 
aircraft and TOMCAT (model) data

• COCl2 updates

• Better profile information for 
COF2, CCl4, CFC-14, HOCl, OCS, 
SF6, 
CFC-113 (for aerosol)

• Provide a priori and covariance 
updates for species using optimal 
estimation 

• WP6111: Support for the new species
• Consultancy on the retrieval of the new species (lead: 

UO. WP6110)

• ~5 new species (C2H2, HDO, PAN and others to be 
determined)
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Updates to IG2 – what was delivered
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Version Changes Date

V5.1 C2H6, COF2, SF6, HCN, CCl4, F113, F22, OCS, 
NH3, C3H8, PAN, COCl2

January 2016

V5.2 HOCl April 2016

V5.3 HDO August 2016

V5.4 minor changes to HDO Hitran number and 
updates to H2O profile in mesosphere

February 2018
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Input data – ACE-FTS [SCISAT]

• Data available since 2004

• V3.5 research product used (“old” spectroscopy 
– ATMOS 1995 or HITRAN 2004 mainly)

• ACE measurements recorded every 20 second, 
limb solar occultation

• Corresponds to measurement spacing of 2-6 km 
which decreases at lower altitudes due to refraction.

• Data interpolated onto 1 km grid for “historical 
reasons” – piecewise quadratic method

• Both 1 km and retrieval grid data available

• We use 1 km data for the IG2

• Data based on Sheese et al. paper (“detecting 
physically unrealistic outliers in ACE-FTS atmospheric 
measurements” - http://www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/741/
2015/amt-8-741-2015.pdf) used to construct 
some climatology updates
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ACE-FTS – data issues

• CFC-113 - At altitudes above 12 km in the Antarctic winter, VMRs increase to unrealistic values. This is most likely 
due to an unaccounted for interfering species. New cross-sections were made available, and improvements in CFC-
12 will improve the CFC-113 retrievals

• UPDATES in ACE V4

• The microwindow for C2H6 extended up to 20 km, but there were additional windows employed in the retrieval 
(intended to provide extra information for a number of interferers in the C2H6 window and therefore improve the 
convergence stability) that extended up to 22 km.

• Some wildly oscillating profiles in v3.0

• V3.5 ACE data uses an old 3 micron HITRAN list. New cross-section pseudolines – expected  improvements in ACE v4

• In version 3.0, HCFC-22 retrievals employed microwindows from two spectral regions: near 815 and 1115 cm-1. The 
region near 1115 cm-1 has a much higher signal-to-noise ratio, and therefore this window dominated the retrieval, 
yielding an unexpected slope for the HCFC-22 results in the troposphere, likely a result of an unidentified 
interferer in the 1115 cm-1 microwindows. In version 3.5, the HCFC-22 retrievals only make use of the 
microwindow near 815 cm-1.

• New and improved cross-sections should improve future versions
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SLIMCAT model data

• off-line chemical transport model (CTM)
• CTM is run as a separate program outside of a general circulation model

• models the time-dependent distribution of chemical species in the 
troposphere and stratosphere

• 60/25 levels – data available 
2002-2012
• COF2, CFC-113, HOCl, CCl4, HCFC-22

• (+COFCl, CFC-114, CFC-115, CFC-11, 
CFC-12, HCFC-141b, HCFC-142b, 
HFC-134a, HFC-23, HF – not used 
in Phase-F)

• Spatial resolution - 5.6 degrees
• correctly sampled at MIPAS local 

solar time
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C2H6
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• ACE v3.5 was known to have retrieval issues in V3 between 20 and 22 km
• Data excluded above 20 km

• Small reductions of C2H6 vmr in V5.1 compared to V5 in some regions
• less than 10%

• Significant difference to IG2 V4.1 in most regions

April July October January
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CFC-113

• No major updates of CFC-113 in either previous IG2 V4/V5

• ACE produces very noisy profiles for CFC-113

• Strategy has been to use SLIMCAT model data+trends

• Significant differences in v5.1

April July October January
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COF2 (1)

• SLIMCAT/ACE profiles diverge above 35km
• Use both datasets to produce IG2 v5.1

• Combine 50% 
SLIMCAT/50% ACE

– Follows from Harrison et 
al. paper (2014) –
Satellite observations of 
stratospheric carbonyl 
fluoride (ACE/SLIMCAT)

– Good agreement 
between ACE/SLIMCAT, 
MIPAS biased high by as 
much as ~30%

– Some variability of COF2

reported (0.88%/yr
increase in SLIMCAT) but 
not included as a trend 
species in IG2

August 2004 February 2005
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COF2 (2)

• Altitude of highest vmr generally lower (1-5 km) in V5.1 compared to V5

• Small absolute values changes in tropics, up to 50% at high latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere.

April July October January
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HOCl
• HOCl - inert reservoir for stratospheric chlorine

• Updated in IG2 v5.2

• SLIMCAT now correctly sampled at MIPAS local time

• Large differences at ~25 km in the polar winter 
cases between V5 and model

JulyJanuary
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H2O updates

• ISSUE: 
• Some concerns raised by Piera (08/02/2018) 

regarding polar water vapour profiles – are IG2 
values too large between 0.1 and 0.001 hPa

• Problems with non-convergent profiles in winter 
and spring

• Manuel explains that in winter time the meridional 
circulation is pushing down dry air above and so 
this “peak” in the water vapour profile at low 
pressure is not expected

• SOLUTION:
• Merge the old IG2 water vapour with ACE-FTS v3.5 

data at altitude above 65 km (~0.1 hPa) up to 120 
km

• Including ACE v3.5 removes many of the 
unphysical(?) increases in H2O towards the 
mesosphere

• ACE only included above 65 km and merged with 
IG2 v5.3

• Recommended to use v5.4 H2O IG2

January April

July
October

Profiles 65-90N
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Summary

• ACE limb data proved invaluable for producing stratospheric IG2 
estimates, could make further improvements based on newer ACE data 
(v4) with improved spectroscopy used

• SLIMCAT was used to simulate day/night effects on species such as 
HOCl, sampled to MIPAS local solar time

• New/updated 15 species since v5.0
• C2H6, COF2, SF6, HCN, CCl4, F113, F22, OCS, NH3, C3H8, PAN, COCl2, HOCl, HDO, 

H2O (mesosphere)

• Final QWG version is #v5.4
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